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Recruiter Talent International has turned to investment firm Quintet Partners to

help spearhead ambitious growth plans, with the aim of doubling revenue to $1

billion in five years.

Quintet, a private equity and growth capital firm started by former Citigroup

banker Douglas Farrell, is taking a 25 per cent stake in the company as several

existing shareholders sell down their holdings.

The transaction will see Quintet become the largest shareholder behind Talent's

executive chairman and founder Richard Earl. Terms of the deal weren't disclosed

but Quintet investor and committee member Thérèse Rein, the wife of former

prime minister Kevin Rudd, is set to play a key role as an adviser to Talent, the

parties said in a joint statement.
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Talent CEO Mark Nielsen (left) and Douglas Farrell, Quintet founder and managing partner. Peter Braig

Ms Rein knows the sector well as she founded job services company Ingeus, which

was sold to a US employment firm in 2014 in a deal that was reported to be worth

as much as $220 million at the time.

Mr Farrell said Quintet's family office backers were taking a long-term view of the

Talent investment and hitting $1 billion in total revenue over five years from $560

million in fiscal 2018 was "certainly achievable".

"There is quite a lot of growth in Australia and New Zealand because the IT

consulting market continues to grow above system," he said in an interview, noting

that growth in offshore markets would be organic and via acquisitions.

"We are currently embarking on an investment program to build and improve the

IT capability across the business."
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There have, however, been concerns about shrinking margins in some part of the

information technology recruitment and contracting space in recent years.

'This is an exciting time to be involved in
the tech world'

Talent's Asia-Pacific chief, Mark Nielsen, said while margins were "coming down"

in some areas of the business, Talent's focus on customer engagement and other

services and a push into markets such as the United Kingdom and United States

were offsetting that pressure.

Its main rivals are Peoplebank and Adcorp-owned Paxus, which are all seeking a

bigger piece of the $3 trillion global information technology industry.

Talent has about 300 employees globally and expanded its business from a single

Perth office to one that spans Australia, the UK, New Zealand, Asia, North America,

Germany and the Netherlands.

Federal and state governments account for about half of the company's revenue

while it also counts customers in sectors including education, resources and

financial services.

On the sensitive topic of disruption, Mr Nielsen said Talent had enacted an earlier

strategic plan to ensure it stayed "ahead of the game" on engagement and

technology to protect the business.

On the Quintet deal, Ms Rein said: "This is an exciting time to be involved in the

tech world and there are lots of opportunities for Talent to grow as a commercial

and community leader."

The group is also known for its Talent Unleashed Awards, which have counted

judges including Virgin founder Richard Branson and Apple co-founder Steve

Wozniak, and recognise innovation in the technology industry.
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Talent was advised by Clayton Utz and Herbert Smith Freehills tended to Quintet.

Upon transaction completion, Mr Farrell will join Talent's board.

Quintet sealed its first deal last year when it partnered with Paul Batchelor's

Yorkway Partners to make an investment in trustee and custodian business One

Investment Group, the third largest player in the local outsourced responsible

entity and trustee services industry.
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